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Docker is a container technology that has been dominating the 

DevOps conversation since its inception in 2013, yet there still isn’t 

a consensus on how containers are viewed and used across existing 

development, QA and operations teams. Even as DevOps aims to bring 

these three functions closer together, getting them to agree on the 

importance and function of containers is the only way to embrace the 

new architecture and release processes. In this paper, we focus on the 

impact Docker has on QA, and how you can be better prepared and 

even embrace the Docker takeover.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Docker, a container technology, has been dominating the DevOps 

conversation since its inception in 2013, and 1.0 release in mid-2014; with it, 

interest in container driven pipelines has spiked. More and more organizations 

are finding ways to transform applications — shifting away from moving 

around code to full-stack deployments on containers. Following market 

interest, many cloud vendors have also rushed to support Docker in their 

services, in anticipation of future development teams that look significantly 

different than they do today. No matter what, containers are going to change 

the way applications are built, tested, and deployed. 

Despite all this activity, there isn’t consensus on how exactly containers fit 

into existing applications and development teams. Devs are rabid fans of 

Docker but tend to use it only for sandboxing and prototyping. QA doesn’t 

see how Docker affects their workflow. And Ops is wary of the security issues 

around Docker, preferring traditional VMs instead. Even as DevOps aims to 

bring these three functions closer together, getting them to agree on the 

importance and function of containers is the only way to embrace the new 

architecture and release processes. 

In this paper, we focus on the impact Docker has on QA, and how you can  

be better prepared and even embrace the Docker takeover. 

WHY QA SHOULD CARE

As a QA leader in your organization, you probably overhear your Dev 

counterparts rave on about the world of difference that Docker makes when 

building applications. From their point of view, they can deploy their code to 

a local container, do a local test, make an image, and pass it on. It’s hard for 

them to understand why that then is not just thrown into production. 

But you still may not be convinced Docker matters to QA. After all, 

most Docker implementations are Dev only. And the systems for testing 

applications in containers have not been established. 

Whatever your impression of Docker is, it’s becoming clear that the container 

revolution will not be restricted to just Dev. Docker themselves are rapidly 

releasing tools to calm the fears of Operations, and many third party solutions 

have made the security and oversight around Docker containers as easy as 

any other infrastructure. But if Dev adopts containers, and so does Ops, where 

does that leave QA when there are many more versions of applications in the 

integration environment, and each instance has a container?
Learn more at saucelabs.com
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As container-driven pipelines emerge, the pressure on QA to embrace and 

make sure QA processes can keep pace with new architectures and release 

practices is going to be unavoidable. But, this isn’t bad news. In fact, if you 

realize the benefits Docker brings to QA, you’ll be eager to get started  

right away.

WHAT ARE DOCKER CONTAINERS?

A container is used to package an application with its dependencies, 

binaries, and libraries so that it can run in any environment — 

development, testing, or production — and on any combination of 

operating systems and infrastructures. Docker is the most popular type 

of container solution today.
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Unlike virtual machines (VMs) which include a full guest OS for every VM, 

and can run many gigabytes in size, Docker containers share a common 

OS kernel, and are only a few megabytes in size. This makes them more 

lightweight, and quick to start, run, and scale. Containers pack a lot more 

applications or versions of an application per server than VMs. This makes 

them ideal for load and performance testing. New Docker containers can 

be spun up in the cloud in seconds, which makes them ideal to test an 

application against real-world user behavior. 

For QA, Docker solves the classic problem of ensuring you test the same 

application you ship. Because everything that the application needs to run is 
Learn more at saucelabs.com
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packaged in the container, it can run predictably and consistently across the 

pipeline, and with different configurations. No more pesky variables to track 

down. If a configuration issue is the source of a bug, then the container image 

being used is the point where it should be addressed.

BENEFITS OF DOCKER

Container technology not only impacts the delivery chain and release 

process, it can also impact the application architecture itself. Docker does 

many things for organizations, but the key areas where organizations can take 

the next step in modern software delivery are in the form of microservices, 

full-stack deployments, and continuous delivery.

From Monolith to Microservices

Microservices - the method of deploying a single application as a suite 

of small services. These services are not just deployed independently — 

they can be scaled individually, too. 

MONOLITH MICROSERVICES

PROCESS

Source: blog.philipphauer.de

A microservices architecture allows applications to be split into mutually 

exclusive services, which could even be written in different languages, 

and managed by different teams. Microservices architecture enables, and 

even requires, a decentralized team structure. This means teams are cross-

functional with the ability to develop, test, and deploy the application they 

build without dependency on any other team. 

This decentralized approach makes it easy to monitor and troubleshoot 

issues. You can easily zero in on the service that is malfunctioning. 
Learn more at saucelabs.com
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With monolith applications, every minor fix required you to deploy your entire 

application. With microservices, you can deploy only the service that needs 

the fix and leave the rest of the application untouched. 

Microservices architecture is the way of the future, and this means that many 

organizations are still not ready for it. Pioneered by the likes of Google, 

Amazon, and Netflix over the past decade, microservices have not been  

a necessity for smaller dev shops. Today, however, web applications are 

increasingly complex, and can no longer be scaled on a single server, or as  

a monolith. This is especially true when your team grows past 50-75 

members, and productivity takes a hit because of the silos that crop up.  

With cloud applications, microservices architecture is becoming the  

preferred way to build software teams and applications that scale. While not 

every organization is ready to adopt a microservices architecture right away, 

it’s never too late to start deliberately moving in that direction. You could take 

small steps by breaking out just one part of your application as a service, and 

over time, expanding to cover your entire application. 

No matter how quickly or slowly you transition to a microservices 

architecture, you need Docker to package services independent of each 

other. A decentralized team that owns the entire pipeline will need  

a consistent and reliable way to move the application across the pipeline,  

and collaborate better. This is exactly what Docker makes possible.

Full-Stack Deployment

Full-stack deployment is the process of releasing applications from the 

infrastructure up, so that every release includes the machine, operating 

system, system configuration, applications, and finally code. The typical 

release used to be code-only. But in full-stack deployments, existing 

production is torn down and replaced with an entirely new stack.

In a monolithic application, many post-release issues exist because of 

outdated or incompatible libraries and components that make the app buggy. 

In a microservices model, each service is an application that is released 

full-stack. Full-stack deployment goes a long way in avoiding configuration 

mismatches that were not caught before release. This is possible because you 

can package an entire application, or service, along with its dependencies in  

a Docker container, and release the service with exactly the same 

configuration that was tested. This gives QA confidence in the  

quality of their tests, and makes releases more stable. Learn more at saucelabs.com
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Continuous Deployment and Canary Releases

Some would argue that continuous deployment (CD) requires containers in 

order to provide consistency with releases, the ability to release applications 

as their entire stack, and the ability to measure the impact of releases. One 

form of continuous deployment is referred to as canary releases.

A canary release is a way of deploying an application to a subset of users 

or servers before releasing it to the entire user base. This minimizes the risk 

of bugs that slip through to production, and provides critical real-world 

feedback that wouldn’t be possible by testing alone. If the release is stable, 

it is rolled out to all users. If it fails, the application is rolled back to the older 

version. Because you’ll be running multiple versions of the application at the 

same time, your web services and databases should be backward-compatible, 

able to work with 2 to 3 previous versions of the application.

LOADBAL ANCER

V1 V1 V1 V1

Source: blog.christianposta.com

The biggest advantage of using canary releases is that it enables you to have  

a fail-fast mentality towards your application. In legacy applications, there were 

two extremes — you either slowed your development cycle down to where 

you weeded out all major bugs before release, or hustled to meet your deadline 

(and compromised on quality). Both options are equally bad. If your pipeline is 

inefficient, you will always be behind schedule, and outpaced by competition. 

On the other hand, sending out releases with major flaws will cost you just as 

dearly. With canary releases, you can avoid both extremes. You can ensure you 

catch critical bugs even if they somehow escape testing, and this gives you the 

confidence to release more frequently and fail more often. 

When running multiple versions of your application, you need a way to 

quickly create copies of your application and make configuration changes. 

This is possible with Docker containers, as they can be spun up in seconds, 

and abstract away the application from the operating system. Docker is ideal 

for powering canary releases.

Learn more at saucelabs.com
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IMPLEMENTING QA IN CONTAINER ENVIRONMENTS

It is possible for QA to ignore containers. But by doing so, QA stands a chance 

of being a bottleneck. After an application is deployed, it is addressable as 

any application is, microservices or monolith. And from that point on, the 

application can be tested like anything else. However, if QA does not change 

their processes, then the idea of replacing old infrastructure with new, or old 

containers with new, is not as easy to accomplish. Due to the pace at which 

this happens, the location of the application will change, and there could be 

many parallel deployments at one time.

If QA becomes the bottleneck, it is the equivalent of having containers only 

with the developers and not in product. But it’s not just about keeping ahead. 

Containers also support QA in the following ways:

1. Sharing containers, not bugs. If an issue comes up, you can share images 

instead of bug reports. An image is the application, potentially even 

at the spot when a test failed. With modern testing tools that give you 

screenshots, and even videos, you can provide whole applications. “Can’t 

reproduce” is no excuse, because you are giving them the machine.

2. System level bugs are the hardest to catch, explain, and it can be difficult 

to discover their root cause. But with containers the process is easier, 

because the system configurations are based on the image that was used 

during deployment. And if orchestration tools are used to create images, 

it should be easy to show what system level change was made, and why 

that is the source of a bug. 

3. It is much easier to pin frameworks, libraries, and artifact versions. 

Containers allow you to talk in absolutes because no matter how many 

times you do a release, you know what is on the image, and that any 

replication of that image will be consistent.

4. Run more tests faster. Because deployments are containers, you can 

deploy identical containers at the same time, and run different portions  

of your entire test suite against them. If you build your test suite in such  

a way that you have many smaller tests, this means that you can run 

subsets of the entire test suite at the same time. But it also means that you 

can run tests with slight variations. It’s a new way to do exploratory testing 

and help operations and development teams spot areas of improvement.

These add up to support QA’s ability to communicate issues, support the 

delivery chain further up and downstream, and build in the consistency that 
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they have always sought to fight the horror of system-level issues.

There is no single way to run QA with container-driven applications. But 

there is one criterion, and that is automation. Due to the speed and increased 

number of things to test, test automation is a must. Even though there is no 

established best practice for testing container-driven applications, there are 

some common options and things to consider.

Microservices: If your application architecture is microservices-based, how 

you test could be impacted. The first major impact is what you test. You will 

test the application as a whole, but if your organization has separate release 

schedules for individual services, which is a large benefit to microservices, 

you might need to test services individually. Some of the services will not have 

front-end components, so no functional testing is required. It actually has  

a side benefit of forcing QA teams to write smaller, mutually exclusive,  

and isolated tests.

Microservices or not, your responsibility is the entire application, which 

means end-to-end functional tests still need to occur. The problem in many 

microservice environments is that the services are often deployed together. 

So “versions” inconsistencies in integration environments are inevitable. This 

can be addressed by better processes for integration releases to ensure that 

integrations services match what will be in production. Or by considering 

doing testing not only prior to release, but also after (post-deployment tests).

Where do you test? Due to the speed of Docker application deployment, and 

the rapid creation and deletion of containers, there is an added complexity to 

supporting a testing grid. For this reason, it is most beneficial to maintain your 

testing grid separate from your application environments. This separation 

allows the QA team to maintain the integrity of the testing grid, no matter 

where the application is.

Continuous deployment and canary releases - In a continuous deployment 

scenario, a portion of testing is happening automatically with every release. 

And another portion is happening in production with users, and QA at the 

same time. This means the test strategy needs to define what tests must be 

run and passed for any release, and how you test and measure test runs  

in production.

CD and canary releases also imply a change in scope for QA. Because of 

the rate of releases that make it to production, the ability to respond to 

production issues is critical. But it also allows any production issues to be 
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solved by replacing the current in-production containers with containers from 

a previously known working version. And this could be the responsibility of 

QA and Ops at the same time, especially if QA is running tests on production 

instances in a continuous testing type of scenario.

TESTING INFRASTRUCTURE

Due to the nature of containers, the test infrastructure needs to be mutually 

exclusive of the containers, including the host operating system and data 

center. You have several options to do this: 

1. You could leverage your existing test infrastructure, but most of the time it 

is not set up to run tests on containers that have relatively short life spans. 

And the ad-hoc infrastructure is going to put more operations burden 

on the QA team, as operations likely is not going to work with one-off 

support of environments that differ substantially from what is found  

in production. 

2. You could also consider containerizing the testing grid to match the 

application architecture. However, containers are not designed to support 

several application installations, such as multiple browsers. And perhaps 

even more importantly, it lacks the ability to support operating systems 

other than the host OS it is running on, which currently is only the 

distribution of Linux that the organization chooses. 

The final and best option in order to maintain flexibility and not increase 

additional operations overhead and complexity is to use a cloud-based test 

automation tool. The cloud-based automation tool allows you to trigger 

a test run upon deployment to integration environments. In this case, the 

integration environment acts as a datacenter for your entire application,  

be it one monolithic container, or many microservices.

With this setup, you can test your application against all the desired operating 

systems and browser combinations you want, without having to build an 

entirely separate and unique infrastructure just for testing. And due to the 

FASTER RELEASES, BETTER QUALITY

By enabling microservices, full-stack deployment, and canary releases, 

Docker ushers in a new era of application delivery. All of these benefits add up 

to bring us to the end goal of all QA activity — to ship high quality software 

in the shortest time possible. And this is Docker’s contribution to QA — It 

supports faster releases without sacrificing quality. 
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Whether it is making the application more portable across the pipeline, giving 

QA more visibility into an application, enabling better performance and load 

testing, or full-stack deployment of microservices, Docker brings speed 

without compromising quality. If this is the goal of QA, and it should be, then 

QA teams will find that as they look for ways to take software quality to the 

next level, they’ll naturally end up with Docker containers as the answer. 

GROWING PAINS

Despite the advantages, Docker is often used only for sandboxing, and 

in some cases for development, but not in QA, and even more rarely in 

production. This is because most organizations are skeptical about the level of 

security containers provide. As multiple containers share the same OS kernel, 

if the OS is compromised, it affects all containers. Because of their defined 

boundaries and rigid logic, VMs are more mature when it comes to security. 

That said, Docker events and conferences provide plenty of examples of 

companies that are using Docker in production. With these use cases on the 

rise, it’s only a matter of time before Docker makes its way to more and more 

production environments. Docker receives extensive support from every 

corner of the industry, and is poised to mature very quickly. It’s easy to see that 

Docker won’t be limited to just sandboxes and dev environments for long. 

This means that as a QA leader in your organization, you need to brace yourself 

for the inevitable Docker invasion. It’s not a question of if, but when,  this 

happens. Just one executive who attends a conference and finds that one of 

your competitors already uses Docker across their pipeline could launch the shift.
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Sauce Labs provides the world’s largest cloud-based platform for the 

automated testing of web and mobile applications. Its award-winning 

service eliminates the time and expense of maintaining an in-house testing 

infrastructure, freeing development teams of any size to innovate and  

release better software, faster.
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